
NATURE STUDIES

GETTING STARTED GUIDE

Spending time in nature has been proven to
improve your mental health!! It’s been proven
that outdoor play (for children and adults) can
elevate mood, develop self confidence, manage
depression, strengthen the immune system,
improve motor and critical thinking skills and
create opportunities to develop empathy. Wow!

One of the most exciting things about spending
time with your children in nature is that it
provides endless opportunities for discovery,
amazement and awe. We get to use these
natural phenomena to spark further curiosity
and develop gratitude - key foundations for a
satisfying life!

One of the primary tools we use outdoors is a
simple nature journal, which is a diary of
observations, drawings, recordings, thoughts
and feelings as we explore the natural world. 

The journal itself can be a bound notebook of
blank pages found in an art supply aisle or
even several sheets of printer paper folded in
half and stapled on the spine to make your
own book. We bring this log each time we do
a nature study.

You can find links to our favorite nature
journals and other recommended supplies at
enrichedhomeschool.com/shop.

How Nature
Brings Every

Subject to Life!
A wonderful benefit of

developing a nature
journaling practice is that it
seamlessly weaves in other

topics:Visual arts: Observational
drawing, depiction of landscapes
with depth and perspective, color
theory in mixing to match shades and
tints, elements of art including line,
shape, form, color, value, and texture.

Language arts: Practice
factual, descriptive, narrative
and creative writing/oration
styles, and improve spelling,

grammar, and vocabulary.

Math: Counting insects and
flowers, measuring and

comparing dimensions, calculating
distances, recognizing shapes and
patterns or timing various actions.

Sciences: Lifecycles, food webs,
habitats, ecosystems, weather
patterns, anatomy, ecology,
behavior, astronomy, geology.

Why Study Nature?
What is a Nature Journal?



Each month, you receive four activities to do
outside and our hope is that you are able to
do one per week. Most are about 30 minutes
and don’t require more than a nature journal,
colored pencils and a child’s five senses.

Each month includes a parent guide to help
you cue your child’s attention to different
elements of nature while introducing new
ways to engage.

While open preserves or wild spaces are often
the most ideal settings for our activities, we
don’t assume that everyone has easy access
or time to visit unobstructed nature.

To this point, each activity can be enjoyed in a
backyard, a local park, a rooftop garden, or
even a window! There is a surprising amount
of nature everywhere!

Benefits your health both mentally
and physically
Can be enjoyed by all ages and
abilities, individually or as a family
Helps to develop a love for the natural
world and a desire to protect it
Allows time for quiet contemplation,
meditation, and mindfulness 
Provides a much-needed break from
our screen-focused world
Deepens observational skills,
balancing out the use of all five senses
Creates a personal and cherished
record of your activities and
experiences
Provides opportunity for quality
exchanges and conversation between
parent and child

We will be...
Diving into elements of nature
   

Trees, Plants, Leaves, Flowers, Seeds, Insects, Birds, Reptiles,
Fish, Mammals, Sky and Solar System, Water

We will be...
Discovering broader
contexts

Seasonal life cycles, other
rhythms (daily, flowers
that go to sleep, lunar,
tides) weather, food crops
and gardening, animal
habitats, Ecosystems,
conservation and activism

We will be...
Changing perspectives of
observation

Sitting, Walking, From your
window, In a “Sit Spot” (*see next
section), In your neighborhood,
In Wild Spaces, On a field trip

We will be...
Engaging
our feelings

I notice…, I wonder…,
It reminds me of…, I
feel...

We will be...
Recording our findings

Date, location, weather – every journal entry,
Pictures and drawings, Written descriptions and
reactions, Numbers and measurements

Benefits of Nature Journaling: What to Expect



We will be...
Developing our senses

We do a lot with the five senses which
naturally strengthens observation skills and
gets us in touch with ourselves.

Sight: Seeing in a whole new way, noticing
colors, shapes, patterns, textures, light,
shadow, movement, and investigating
scale.
Sound: Tuning in to the sounds of nature
like wind, water, animals and birds, and
using various techniques to heighten their
awareness. 
Taste/Smell: Smelling our surroundings,
exploring herbs and plants, teas, and
animals with our noses. Further enriched
by our nutritional curriculum.
Touch: Involving the entire body and not
just the hands, attuning to physical
sensations such as wind or sun on the skin,
or feeling soft, hard, moist, wet, slimy,
furry, velvety, or thorny.

Acquire Materials (found in our shop)
Nature journal
Set of colored pencils (or favorite
drawing instrument!)
Eraser
Scissors
Glue stick
Magnifying glass or binoculars
(suggested)

Choosing a Sit Spot
A sit spot is simply a location with a view
of nature that is accessible enough for
your child to return to on a regular basis. 
It serves as a consistent portal to nature
and can be a window, a corner of the
front yard or a patch of a nearby park.
Over time, the child develops a
relationship with this space and it
becomes a special place that “belongs”
to them as they observe and record
seasonal changes.

Preparing for Nature Study

A Few Suggestions

When your child first begins nature journaling it may not immediately come naturally - and
that’s okay! The more they do it, the more the love of nature grows inside of them. Just
continue to encourage them and participate alongside them to model appreciating nature.

Emphasize the benefits of the process of observing and documenting what one sees,
de-emphasize the product, especially the art.

Give encouragement & praise without judgment or too much focus on the art component.
Statements such as “I can see you noticed the details of ___” or “you really explored ___ with all
of your senses” encourage the spirit of the activity.

After completing the activities, encourage your child to share their journal and narrate back
what they have learned. Ask questions and engage with them about their experiences.

Encourage further exploration of the topics after the exercise in order to foster continued
interest and excitement “Wow, you really enjoyed observing that earthworm, let’s see what
additional information we can find about earthworms in our books and on the internet.”


